EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS of all deposits. More important, the average balances held by these groups, respectively Data for our analysis were taken from Call $14, 395, $32, 426, and $31, 342 , were signifiReports and samples of customer accounts cantly different from those'of nonagricultural from five Alabama Banks.' These data were categories. Active farmers had almost twice selected to permit an analysis of the relative the levels of deposits as other individuals. Reimportance and profitability of each type of tired farmers and agribusinesses averaged customer and loan category served by the more than either of the nonfarm categories. banks. Banks were selected so that each major These deposit levels, particularly those of the agricultural area of Alabama was included, retired group, emphasize the benefits that can giving a representation of the diverse agriculaccrue to banks that maintain a strong relature in the state. Because agricultural and tionship with agricultural customers. banking conditions throughout Alabama are similar to those in other Southeastern states, results should be comparable for other states Profitability Analysis in the region.
Banks included in the study held loans in all major categories ( -CommercialBusiness 70 charged, and the portion of the bank's over- SChecing 13, 582 head allocated to the loan department.
The first step in determining the profitabil- category, and the average recovery rate are Total 7, 956 given in Table 3 . The greatest amount of net loss for the sample banks is in installment loans, 58.9 percent of total losses, and the least the banks included in the study, agricultural is in the farm category, only 3.4 percent of the customers (active farmers, retired farmers, and total. agribusinesses) accounted for about 68 percent Installment loans have the greatest amount 'A copy of the form used for data collection can be found in Moore's thesis. expenses can be combined to give a more comThough these small values may seem insignifiplete picture of the variability in expense assocant, they take on added importance when one ciated with each loan category ( Table 5) . As considers that the total profit margin on loans would be expected from the data given heretofor a bank may be as low as 2 percent. For the fore, mortgage loans are the least expensive sample banks, the ratio of net operating profit with all costs considered, .22 cents per dollar to total loans is 2.2 percent (Moore) Research results from a similar study confew who default on a farm loan is less likely ducted in New York (LaDue et al.) are also prethan for the other categories.
sented in Table 5 . Even though the agriculThe next area of cost examined in comparing the profitability of different types of loans was .20
plicitly, for Alabama data, the net return would be the same on a 10 percent mortgageloan, a 10.33 percent farm loan, a 10.52 percent role in agricultural financing, they must concommercial loan, and a 11.34 percent installtinue to perceive agriculturally oriented ment loan.
customers as being consistent with their operating goals. Our research results indicate SUMMARY that in terms of both deposits and loans, agricultural customers are consistent with a Persistent increases in both investment and bank's goals. These customers have relatively operating capital requirements for agriculture high levels of deposits and low costs in terms are placing continued pressure on financial of net loan-loss and administrative expenses. institutions for funding. Resource needs are Data indicate that on the basis of loan cost, rasuch that many agricultural enterprises must tional bank management would encourage obtain nonequity funds to continue to operate.
agricultural investments and customer relaIf commercial banks are to maintain their tionships.
